
Rewiring 
the Remote  
Enterprise

T
he disruption we have experienced with COVID 
has been unprecedented. Practically over-
night, the workforce transitioned to de facto 
work from home. Not only were organizations 

struggling to determine how to right-size and 
right-site the post-pandemic workforce, but they 
are also challenged to find new ways to manage 
the distributed workforce.

Companies radically shifted their operations 
and business models – reconfiguring manufactur-
ing lines for jet engines to ventilators – from gym 
shoes to masks. The ability to understand work 
activity and capacity in the organization has never 
been more critical as companies need to navigate, 
shift and pivot to finetune operations to match the 
organizations’ work capacity and talent base with 
the work volume and business requirements.

Organizations also have had to radically shift how 
they manage work in the work-from-anywhere era. 
In the post-COVID era, digital transformation is now 
being practiced near daily. More than 80 percent of 
companies say accelerating digital transformation 
is a strategic necessity, according to a BCG report.

Business leaders must seek to transform their 
operations day by day – making continuous im-
provements and incremental changes to stay one 

step ahead of needs and requirements. But digital 
transformation at the pace of change can be over-
whelming. How can IT and business leaders keep up 
with the velocity of change? 

About three years ago, Forrester analysts talked 
about the emergence of the “insights-driven busi-
ness.” This prestigious group of companies, they 
observed, were growing eight times faster than the 
global GDP, and at 30 percent year-over-year were 
tracking to amass $1.8 trillion in earnings by 2021. 
These organizations were systematically harnessing 
insights across their organization and implementing 
them for ultimate competitive advantage. 

Back then, we were aggregating and analyzing 
customer data to improve customer acquisition 
and retention. But today, organizations are in a 
race to disrupt themselves and turning the power 
of analytics internally to optimize workforce effort. 

Previously, anything related to labor or “the 
workforce” was the domain of human resources – 
professionals who were mainly focused on recruit-
ing, interviewing, hiring and firing and employee 
wellness. Today, organizations are realizing the 
need for strategic and holistic talent manage-
ment strategies. A focus on employee experience, 
employee engagement and employee device 
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Today, technology gives com-
panies the ability to aggregate 
thousands of data points from 
every corner of the enterprise to 
provide an unprecedented level 
of operational visibility around 
people, processes and technol-
ogy. With these analytics, organi-
zations can obtain multifaceted 
insights into enterprise effort, 
to understand next best actions 
to support data-driven digital 
transformation. 

The automated collection 
of data can then be analyzed 
to determine key performance 
indicators, trends and other 
key insights. As a result, orga-
nizations can now measure 
productivity, time utilization, 
who’s working, where they’re 
working and how they’re work-
ing. The more we work, the more 
data we have. The more data we 
have, the better decisions can 
be made by leaders.

With this information, or-
ganizations can understand 
specifically what efforts and 
activities generate the most 
return on investment – to then 
prioritize those activities. They 
can also understand organi-
zation drag – what issues or 
processes are creating bottle-
necks, and even what resourc-
es are being underutilized. They 
can also improve employee 
engagement, collaboration and 

workload balancing and under-
stand what technology is being 
used in the organization, and 
how it’s being used. 

Digital transformation is 
about enabling change, creating 
the ability to adapt and preserv-
ing and growing the workforce 
needed to thrive and remain 
competitive. The ability to under-
stand work activity and capacity 
in the organization has never 
been more critical as companies 
need to navigate, shift and pivot 
to finetune operations to match 
the organizations’ work capacity 
and globally located talent base 
with the work volume and busi-
ness requirements. And yet, they 
need to turn the ship without 
leaving employees drowning in 
their wake. Being attentive to 
the quality of life for employees 
has never been more para-
mount, given the fact that many 
workers are under a great deal 
of stress, working longer hours 
and at risk of burnout. 

With analytics, organizations 
can rise to the challenge with 
the right resources in real-time, 
while forging a people-first 
workplace.  J
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experience 
management – 

and the need to 
value and support 

employees – is now 
seen as crucial for 
success.

Today in the 
remote-first way of working, 
workforce analytics adoption 
is crucial to reveal insights of 
how work is being performed 

across the enterprise. These 
insights are the foundation for 

process improvement, under-
standing work “wastage,” uncover-
ing training and coaching needs, 
shifts in software utilization, and 
employee engagement trends and 
opportunities. It’s now critical to 
harness work data for the predic-
tion of future work/talent trends, 
so businesses can proactively plan 
for what’s ahead in addition to 
learning from past performance. 
As such, workforce analytics has 
moved from an HR tool to a line of 
business transformation tool.

“At the end of the day workplace 
transformation is about enabling 
change, the ability to adapt, and 
preserving and growing the work-
force needed to thrive and remain 
competitive in a global economy 
that is increasingly under pressure 
and increasingly competitive,” said 
industry analyst firm Futurum Re-
search in its report on workplace 
and digital transformation. “Most 
organizations are focused to some 
degree on workplace and digital 
transformation, but there is ample 
opportunity for improvement. The 
process is a journey, and its ulti-
mate success is predicated on bal-
anced investments in the areas of 
people, processes and technology.”

Where Deskless Workers Say 
Technology Could Benefit Them

Companies with continuous performance processes 
benefit from improved alignment, compared to enterprises 
with a non-continuous process.

Source: Cato Networks

How have the number of microtransactions 
changed in the remote workplace?

Use of Unsanctioned 
Technology by age

30% Significant increase

Few respondents anticipate a return to the low
pre-pandemic levels of remote work.

Source: Harvard Business Review Analytics Services, May 2020

Remote Work Will Certainly Increasse

48% Moderate increase
8% No change
14% Decrease
1% Don’t know

Source: Breezy

Gen Z
Millennials

Gen X

Baby boomers

33%
54%
38%
15%

Source: Digital.com

Which option below most affects your desire 
to continue working remotely?

From your perspective, how important is security to your organiztion’s executive team?

93%
96%

OPERATIONS/
LOGISTICS

COMUNICATIONS

ONBOARDING/
TRAINING

PRODUCTIVITY

PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT

CULTURE

HR/BENEFITS

90%
91%

88%
74%

89%

Better communicate top company goals 
across the entire organization

Continuous Non-continuous

Better communicate ongoing progress
toward top company goals

Align every employee’s work to top 
company goals
Sta� cross-functional teams focused 
on top company goals

87% 69%

66%

60%

52%

87%

74%

74%

Increasing productivity throughout 
the company

Continuous Non-continuous

Motivating the entire workforce

Ensuring the company can be agile

Increasing performance from all employees

Ensuring the company meets its goals

Ensuring everyone remains focused on
the business’ top priorities

Engaging the entire workforce

Retaining high performing talent

Indentifying high performing talent

66% 35%

65% 35%

47% 27%

58% 35%

64% 39%

54% 33%

58% 37%

63% 41%

55% 36%

Source: Betterworks enterprise survey

Source: Synack survey

Managers whose organizations have adopted a 
continuous performance process are more satisfied 
in several key areas. (% increase)

Source: Betterworks enterprise survey

Enterprises with continuous programs have higher expectations 
for performance management

Source: Betterworks enterprise survey

44%

50%

35%

48%

45%

Feeling supported to become a 
better manager

Feeling supported by HR in managing
the performance of their team

Being equipped with HR tech that is easy
to use correctly

Being supported to develop their team’s skills

Being supported to develop their own 
individual skills

78% 47%

25%+

of respondents say they’re
spending more time supporting
remote workers.

of respondents reported time
supporting remote workers
grew by 25% or more.

Type of Company Data Accessed by Remote Employees
(% of Respondents)

Source: HP; YouGov

Customer data

Operational data

Financia records

Human resources

Billing information

Sales and marketing data

Expense tracking

Paroll

Inventory

Forecasting data
Trade secrets, roadmaps,

 and company plan

Copyright/patent information 8%

13%

14%

16%

17%

20%
21%

22%

23%

23%
43%

43%

How often, on average, is your work PC or 
laptop used by someone else at your home?

Source: HP; YouGov

Percentage of ITDMs by country that believe endpoint security has become
just as importan as network security because of more work from home employees

Source: HP; YouGov

20%

18%

17%13%

9%

5%

15%

2% Never

Less than
twice a 
month

Twice a
month

Once 
a week

2 to 3 times
a week 4 to 6 times 

a week

Once a
day

More than
once a day

1% Don’t know

What room do you work out of most often?

Source: CraftJack survey

Home
O�ce

Kitchen

Basement

Our organization is scrambling 
to adjust to current changes

Our digital transformation 
strategy anticipated disruption on

the scale of current events.

Our digital transformation strategy
was too rigid to allow us to adapt or flex

to current events.

Family/living room

Bedroom

GLOBAL CANADA MEXICO USA GERMANY UK JAPAN AUSTRALIA

91% 91% 97% 92% 85% 91% 92% 92%

31%

23%
9%

5%

32%

In light of recent global events, how much would you agree or disagree with 
the following statements?

Source: Futurum Research

43%
34%

7% 13%
3%

42%
28%

9% 18%
3%

45%

25%

5%
23%

2%

Strongly Agree Somewhat Agree Somewhat Disagree Strongly Disagree I’m not sure where we are on that

Improved connections
among employees,1

% respondents

Increased
No change
Decreased

67

12

22

48

9

36

54
45

7
Leaders

(productivity has
improved)

Middlers
(productivity has

not changed)

Laggards
(productivity has

worsened)

Source: McKinsey & Co.

Top Actions Taken Over Video or Audio Conference Mistakes

Source: Wakefield Research; Vyopta

Moved
responsibility

for setting up calls to 
another sta� member

Given an
informal

reprimand

Given a formal
reprimand

Removed a sta�
member from a

project

Fired a sta�
member

53%

40% 38% 33%
24%

C-Suite/Exec

Vice President
Director

Manager
Analyst

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

C-Suite/Exec

Vice President
Director

Manager
Analyst

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

Extremely Imporntant Very Immportant
Moderately Important Somewhat Important

Extremely Imporntant Very Immportant
Moderately Important Somewhat Important

2021 View2020 View

18% 53% 24% 6%

41% 52% 8%

51% 45% 4%

63% 29% 6% 2%

77% 23%

69% 24% 7%

64% 32% 4%

63% 34% 3%

55% 45%

76% 23%  1%

Other

0 5 10 15 20 25 30

Concerns about
 appearance

Ability to work out/nap

TV/music while working

Caring for pets

Saving money/time on
commute

Caring for kids

Source: The Adecco Group

Worked 40 Versus Needed 40

Worked 40 hours or more in the past 12 months

Think 40 hours or more is needed in future

63%

43%

86%

62%

82%

49%

70%

42%

66%

49%

60%

86%

50%

32%

62%

47%

Global Japan China LatAm USA Germany Canada UK

Source: Gartner, 2018

Pros and Cons of Desktop Types

PC VDI DaaS

Offline Usage

Workloads That Must
Operate at the Edge

Dedicated, Local
Resources
Broadest Ecosystem
Support
Device and Platform
Dependence
Management and Security
User Downtime
(Break/Fix)

Security and Compliance
Endpoint Independence
Nonpersistence Possible
– Pristine Desktop With
Every Logon
Endpoint Choice
User Experience
Challenges

Infrastructure Costs

Solution Complexity

Agility and Elasticity

Utility Pricing/Pay per Use
Cloud Service Integration

Disaster Recovery

Service Insiight and 
Control

Less Configuration/
Customization Choice
Long-Term Cost
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